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The rise of models
• Perhaps the most important idea developed by the ancient Greeks was

creating models of nature.

• Certainly other cultures were scratching their heads and trying to explain
what they observed, but the idea and implementation of models in a
mathematical and logical form really catches on with ancient Greeks.

Pythagorus 550 BC Aristotle 350 BC

• Starts with school of Pythagorus - Nature can be described by numbers and
not the capricious whims of the gods.  E.g.  music, stringed instruments, …



Road to modern Science Thought



Nicholas Copernicus

• On his deathbed in 1543, Copernicus saw
the first printed copy of his book
“De Revolutionibus Orbium Caelestrium” or
“Concerning the Revolutions of the
Heavenly Spheres”.

• His model didn’t predict the planetary positions much
better than Ptolemy’s geocentric model because he
held to the ancient Greek belief that the heavenly
bodies must follow perfect circles.

• In addition to its aesthetics, the Sun-centered system
allowed him to discover the difference between sidereal
synodic periods, and obtain distances to the planets.



Tycho Brahe
• Lack of quality data made it hard to improve either geo- or helio-centric systems.

• Funded by King Rudolf, he built the biggest metal instruments in the world for
his own observatory on a private island and reached 1 arc minute accuracy.

• In 1566 a brash Danish nobleman, Tycho Brahe, set out to correct this problem.



• Tycho’s data remain the most accurate naked-eye observations ever made.

Tycho Brahe



Johannes Kepler

• Tycho bequeathed all his data to his assistant Johannes Kepler, begging him
to make some sense of his observations so “that I may not have lived in vain”.

• Kepler worked very hard to find an orbit for Mars, which posed the greatest
difficulty in matching the data to a circular orbit.



• Kepler found a circular orbit that matched Tycho’s data to 2 arc minutes,
but in two cases found the error to be about 8 arc minutes.

• “If I had believed that we could ignore these 8 arc minutes, I would have
patched up my hypothesis accordingly. But, since it was not permissible to
ignore, those 8 arc minutes pointed to a complete reformation in astronomy”.

Johannes Kepler



Galileo Galilei

• A contemporary and correspondent with Kepler, Galileo created an enormous
sensation  when he built one of the first telescopes in 1609 and published his
discoveries in 1610 in “Sidereus Nuncius” or “Starry Messenger”.
What did he observe?



1. Sunspots on the Sun and mountains on the Moon.

This showed the heavenly bodies were not “perfect”,
suggesting that elliptical orbits was not so objectionable.

Galileo Galilei



2. The Moons of Jupiter:  Io, Europa, Ganymede, & Callisto.

       This showed there was other centers of motion.
Suggesting the Moon could orbit Earth and not be “left behind”

Galileo Galilei



3. Observed all the phases of Venus.

      This is IMPOSSIBLE in a geocentric cosmology,
and can only happen if Venus orbits the Sun.
This observation killed the Ptolemaic system.

Galileo Galilei



The Phases of Venus
Geocentric Cosmology Heliocentric Cosmology



• “Dialogue concerning the two chief world-systems”, published in Florence in
1632 in Italian, was Galileo's scientific and literary masterpiece.

• In it he discusses the relative merits of the Ptolemaic and Copernican systems
by means of three interlocutors:

• Filippo Salviati (a committed Florentine Copernican),

• Giovanfrancesco Sagredo (an open-minded Venetian, initially neutral)

• Aristotelian Simplicio (a defender of the Ptolemaic theory).

Galileo Galilei



Isaac Newton

• With the heliocentric model firmly established, the
outstanding problem was why Kepler’s laws worked.

• In 1687, Isaac Newton published “Philosophiae
Naturalis Principia Mathematica”, or “Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy”, where he
postulates three laws of motion and the existence of
a force he called gravity.

• It was a universal law of gravitation affecting
everything in the Universe - including the moon and
beyond.

• Kepler’s laws were a consequence of Newton’s three
laws of motion and the law of universal gravitation.

• Kepler speculated his laws might be explained by
magnetism, and idea shared by Galileo.



Newtonian Cosmology
• Very limited - space and time are fixed
• Only components of Universe were Stars
• Everyone knew Universe was static

– the sky was unchanging: “fixed stars”
• Stationary stars array unstable against gravitation
• An infinite array of uniformly distributed stars

– Equal gravitational pull in all directions
– Only solution (Newton and Rev. Bently)

• Unstable against the slightest perturbation



Relativistic Cosmology
• Rich Possibilities - space and time major actors
• Curvature of Space implies Scale
• The scale is dynamic driven by gravity

– General Relativity implies that the Universe must be
expanding or contracting

• Everyone knew Universe was static
– the sky was unchanging: “fixed stars”

• Einstein introduces Cosmological Constant
– Effect of repulsive force increasing with distance
– Arranged to just counter attraction of gravity

• Unstable against the slightest perturbation
• Einstein: “My greatest Blunder” but hangs about



Quantum Gravity/Cosmology
• Extremely Rich - very many options
• Complex topologies - handles, wormholes, …
• Extra Dimensions

– String or M Theory in 10 or 11 dimensions
– Large extra dimensions

• E.g. we live on the brane and gravity goes into the bulk
• “Everyone knows” the Big Bang is right

– The Universe is expanding and evolving
– Lots of experimental evidence

• No Observation requires more than Relativity
• Interestingly the Universe stretches imagination



He burned his house down
for the fire insurance
and spent the proceeds on a telescope.

                                           Robert Frost
                                            The Star-Splitter



Edwin Hubble
(1889-1953)
Four major accomplishments
in extragalactic astronomy
• The establishment of the

Hubble classification
scheme of galaxies

• The convincing proof that galaxies are island
“universes”

• The distribution of galaxies in space
• The discovery that the universe is expanding



The discovery of galaxies

• His distance measurements with Cepheids proved that Andromeda sat far beyond
the Milky Way, demonstrating that it is a separate galaxy.

The 100 inch Hooker telescope, and
Hubble at the controls.

• This single stroke changed our view of the universe. Rather than inhabiting a
universe that ended with the Milky Way, we suddenly knew that we live in just
one among billions of galaxies.



Doppler effect



Doppler effect
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The redshift-distance relation



How we determine distance



Hubble’s Data (1929)
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Hubble & Humason (1931)
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The redshift-distance relation



Hubble’s Law Revisited
(it’s interpretation)

Hubble’s Law means that
the universe is expanding.

Think of space as made up of sugar cubed
sized chunks.  Each chunk is growing
with time and all matter is being carried
along.



The Raisin Bread Analogy

Every grain of bread is expanding and the raisins are going along for the ride.

The further apart two raisins, the more grains between them, the faster they are
“carried” away from one another.  Its an additive effect by summing up all grains
between the raisins.

Hubble’s Law in a
loaf of bread!



100 Mpc

Galaxy Raisins

No matter which galaxy you are on, all other galaxies are moving away.

The further away the galaxy, the faster the galaxy is moving away from you!



All points equivalent



The photon has a well defined
wavelength of “3” (peak to peak) on
imaginary grid of space.

That wavelength does not change
relative to the imaginary grid.  It
always is “3” from peak to peak.

As the grid size stretches, because
the area of space inside each grid is
expanding, the photon also stretches.

The color changes.  A photon that
was very blue when it was emitted
eons ago, would now be very red!

Since the speed of light is constant,
the distance the photon traveled is
directly related to its travel time.



The Balloon Analogy

Hubble’s Law on a
big fat balloon!

Objects on the surface are carried along
as each location on the balloon stretches

Photons are stretched as well.  Since the
color is defined by wavelength, the color
changes!  Photons get “redder”.

Cosmological Redshift.

This stretching of the wavelength
causes a reddening of the light.
This is a redshift (just like the
Doppler redshift), but it is not due
to the motion of the object, but to
the stretching of the photon.



Expanding Universe Balloon Analogy



George Gamov (1904-1968)

• If the universe is expanding, then
there has been a big bang

• Therefore, the early universe must
have been very dense and hot

• Optimum environment to breed the elements by
nuclear fusion (Alpher, Bethe & Gamow, 1948)
– success: predicted that helium abundance is 25%
– failure: could not reproduce elements more massive

than lithium and beryllium (fi formed in stars)



Primordial nucleosynthesis

Result:
• abundance of

H,He and Li is
consistent

• but: Wb ~0.04

Consistent with Consistent with 
abundanceabundance
of  H, He and Liof  H, He and Li 



Penzias and Wilson 1965

• Working at Bell labs
• Used a horn antenna to measure radio emission of the sky,

expected to be mostly from the Galaxy.
• They found some extra noise coming into the receiver, but

couldn’t explain it
fi discovery of the Big Bang relic radiation
– Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)

• Most significant cosmological observation since Hubble
• Awarded Nobel prize for physics in 1978



    The COBE satellite
being assembled at
Vandenberg AFB



FIRAS Spectrum of CMB

Theoretical blackbody spectrum
34 observations overplotted

largest deviation 0.03%

T=2.725±0.002 K

Image courtesy COBE homepage.



The COsmic microwave
Background Explorer

COBE All-sky image looks completely uniform; 2.7 degrees above absolute zero.
The Universe has expanded 1000 times since this light began its journey in the 3000°K plasma.

COBE satellite,
launched 1991



Processed COBE Data reveals
structure in CMB Subtracting off 2.728°K shows

dipole, indicating motion

Moving towardsÆblue, away
fromÆred (Doppler shift) at
a speed of 611 km/s

Dipole amplitude is one part
per thousand of 2.7°K.

Subtracting dipole map, the
Milky Way Galaxy stands out,
plus variations at 18 mK.

Galaxy light can be removed
because it has different spectrum
than CMB (COBE had multi-
color vision).



COBE’s Great Finding:
Anisotropy in the CMB

Red means cooler, blue means warmer, but only by tens of micro-Kelvins.
COBE’s vision was limited to 7 degree resolution, but we see structure
at this scale, representing density variations in the recombining plasma
when atoms first formed. These density variations reveal the seeds of

galaxy formation. This is as far back as we see--the wall to our vision.



COBE-WMAP Comparison

COBE

WMAP

Temperature (µK)
+200-200

Temperature (µK)
+200-200



The Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation
From COBE (1994) to WMAP (2003)



How can we measure the
geometry of the universe
• We need a yard stick at great distance
• For different curvatures, a yard stick of

given length appears under different angles



Scale Size and angle of vision



2-D Examples of Curved Spaces



Measuring the Curvature of the
Universe Using the CMB



Harmonics of bells and Universe
tell us their properties



Acoustic Waves

First 20 harmonics of trumpet tone





Many cosmological parameters to measure
Careful measurements of
the power versus angular
scales can determine:

the Hubble expansion rate,
the matter density,
the baryon density, and
the vacuum energy density.





Current Observations



The Sonogram in
Numbers:
Angular Power
Spectrum

Top: Temperature
fluctuations vs.
angular scale

Bottom: Cross-
correlation of
temperature and
linear polarization
vs. angular scale





• These variations in temperature indicate that the density of the early
universe was slightly different from place to place - the seeds of structure
were indeed present when the microwave background was released.

Origin of structure

• Galaxies form in the cooler, denser, blue, seed regions.
Voids form from in hotter, less dense, red, regions.



Galaxy formation

• A box of gas that is uniform to 1 part in 100,000 (the same magnitude as
found in the COBE data). We’ll let this universe in a box evolve over time.



Galaxy formation

• Gravity starts making the slightly over-dense regions, a little more dense …



Galaxy formation



Galaxy formation



Galaxy formation



Galaxy formation

• Those 1 part in 100,000 deviations from perfect uniformity allow gravity to
form galaxies in the large, lacey, filamentary structures that we see today.



1. Homogeneity

2. Isotropy

3. Universality

4. Cosmological Principle

Matter is distributed evenly throughout the
universe on the largest scales (~ 300 Mpc).

The universe looks the same no matter where
you are.  Again, this is on the largest scales.

The laws of physics as measured on Earth are
everywhere the same.  This also implies that
these laws do not change with time.

A result of accepting both the homogeneity
and (especially) the isotropy of the universe.
This principle states that any observer in a
any galaxy will see the same features of the
universe.  Since the universe changes with
time, this principle applies only for observers
living during the same cosmic epoch.

Cosmological Assumptions

Here is a typical chunk of universe at
the current cosmological epoch.  It is
assumed that all chunks of this size
will look and behave the same.





Cosmic ConcordanceCosmic Concordance

• Supernovae alone   
fi Accelerating expansion

fi L > 0

• CMB alone

fi Flat universe

fi L > 0

• Any two of SN, CMB, LSS

fi Dark energy ~70%



Composition of the Cosmos

• We do not yet know of what most of the universe is made!



Summary Conclusions
• It is very exciting times!
• We have a model of cosmology, that can be well

tested and vetted by observations.
• That model gives us a description of the creation

and development of the Universe.
• We can predict the Universe statistically to good

accuracy.
• This is a tremendous intellectual achievement.


